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AbstractWe present new models of Jupiter’s internal magnetic ﬁeld and secular variation from all
available direct measurements from three decades of spacecraft observation. A regularized minimum norm
approach allows the creation of smooth, numerically stable models displaying a high degree of structure.
External ﬁeld from the magnetodisk is modeled iteratively for each orbit. Jupiter’s inner magnetosphere
is highly stable with time, with no evidence for variation with solar activity. We compare two spherical
harmonic models, one assuming a ﬁeld constant in time and a second allowing for linear time variation.
Including secular variation improves data ﬁt with fewer additional parameters than increasing ﬁeld
complexity. Our favored solution indicates a ∼0.012% yr−1 increase in Jupiter’s dipole magnetic moment
from 1973 to 2003; this value is roughly one quarter of that for Earth. Inaccuracies in determination of
the planetary reference frame cannot explain all the observed secular variation. Should more structure be
allowed in the solutions, we ﬁnd the northern hemispherical conﬁguration resembles recent models based
on satellite auroral footprint locations, and there is also evidence of a possible patch of reversed polar ﬂux
seen at the expected depth of the dynamo region, resembling that found at Earth and with implications for
the Jovian interior. Finally, using our preferred model, we infer ﬂow dynamics at the top of Jupiter’s dynamo
source. Though highly speculative, the results produce several gyres with some symmetry about the
equator, similar to those seen at Earth’s core-mantle boundary, suggesting motion on cylinders aligned with
the rotation axis.
1. Introduction
Spacecraft missions have established the presence of large-scale magnetic ﬁelds at many of the planets in
the solar system (Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, plus the Jovian moon Ganymede) and the
signature of past large-scale ﬁelds for Mars and theMoon revealed by crustal remanent ﬁelds—only Venus of
the major planets has not been shown to have an internal magnetic ﬁeld. However, for all the planets except
the Earth, models rely on limited data, for most from ﬂeeting visits (ﬂypasts or limited close encounters in
highly eccentric orbits) which hinders magnetic ﬁeld constraint in both time and space. In contrast, Earth’s
magnetic ﬁeld is nowwell resolved, permittingamoredetailed interpretationof decadal ﬁeld changes (secular
variation). The ﬁeldgenerated in the core changes onmultiple time scales, ranging from rapid (subyearly) jerks
to full reversals on geological timescales. Such changes remain our primary probe for outer-core dynamics
[e.g., Bloxham, 1988]. We expect active planetary ﬁelds to also undergomeasurable change with time, in turn
providing constraints on the internal structure and dynamics of those planets. However, there is currently
no conclusive, direct observational evidence of planetary ﬁeld variation, analogous to that available for the
geomagnetic ﬁeld.
Of the planets, Jupiter has by far the greatest time coverage of data collected, from missions from Pioneer
10 (1973) until Galileo, ending in 2003. With Juno approaching Jupiter, and planning for the JUICE mission to
the Jupiter and its moons and NASA’s Europa mission now well under way, it is timely to reconsider the ﬁeld
of Jupiter to see whether we can estimate the secular variation from current data. In this paper we remodel
magnetic data collected at Jupiter in an attempt to generate more precise global representations of this ﬁeld
and establish whether there is observational evidence for changes with time. We build upon previous studies
of jovimagnetism but note that these studies have been restricted or inconclusive for a number of reasons.
Removal of ﬁelds generated external to the planet is an essential step in obtainingmodels for ﬁeld generated
within Jupiter’s interior; however, this has often remained a secondary consideration. Where treatment of the
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external ﬁeld has beenmore extensive, data limitations, in number or with time, have introduced large errors
to any estimates of secular variation. Furthermore, where ﬁeld changes have been inferred, discrepancies in
the System III 1965.0 reference frame, used in deﬁning jovigraphic longitude, are commonly favored as an
explanation, as opposed to a true variation of a magnetic source.
Here our modeling of Jupiter’s magnetic ﬁeld takes an alternative approach. We use measurements from all
eras of near-planet exploration (1973–2003 within 12 RJ), model the external ﬁeld for each orbit (to take into
account possible time variability of this source), and use aminimumnorm approach to create smoothmodels
which ﬁt the data.We ﬁrst describe this approach inmore detail, followed by the results gained from themag-
netodisk modeling and internal ﬁeld modeling. Analysis of these results allows assertions to be made about
the presence of secular variation (SV). We discuss whether the results may be inﬂuenced by poor constraint
of Jupiter’s reference frame, as suggested by earlier studies. Finally, we consider whether there may be more
structure in our models than that preferred and use the solved SV to construct maps of Jupiter’s internal ﬂow
at the dynamo source, thereby placing direct constraint on Jupiter’s internal dynamics.
2. Background
The magnetic ﬁeld within Jupiter’s magnetosphere Bmay be separated into two components: the ﬁeld gen-
erated within the planetary interior (here considered below 1 atm), BI and the ﬁeld generated externally to
the planet, BE . BI may be represented as BI = −∇Φ, where Φ is a scalar potential, which satisﬁes Laplace’s
equation,∇2Φ = 0. In planetocentric spherical coordinates (r, 𝜃, 𝜙), a general solution for this may be written
as a linear combination of spherical harmonic functions,
Φ =
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=0
(a
r
)l+1
Pml (cos 𝜃)
[
gml cos(m𝜙) + h
m
l sin(m𝜙)
]
(1)
where a is the planetary radius, Pml (cos 𝜃) are the Schmidt quasi-normalized associated Legendre polynomials
and gml and h
m
l are the Gauss coeﬃcients of degree, l, and order,m.
Despite the availability of direct magnetic ﬁeld observations near Jupiter from many missions, the data are
still limited in both time and space due to the spacecraft trajectories, and the inverse modeled solutions are
inherently nonunique. As a consequence of the poor geographic sampling and the geometric attenuation
of magnetic signal with distance from source, constraint of smaller-scale ﬁeld is diﬃcult limiting most prior
jovimagneticmodels to amaximumharmonic degree, lmax, of 3 or 4. Connerney [1981] demonstrated some of
these issues formally, showing that even highmagnitude, complex planetary ﬁeld features at Jupiter’s surface
may not be detected if the data are sparse.
The ﬁrst attempts tomodel Jupiter’s internal magnetic ﬁeld using spherical harmonic analysis were restricted
to Pioneer mission data [e.g., Acuna andNess, 1975, 1976] and did not model external ﬁelds within the region
of data selection. We now know there to be extensive BE generation within Jupiter’s inner magnetosphere, of
which the primary component, BCD (CD denoting current disk), originates from an equatorial magnetodisk.
Smith et al. [1975] were the ﬁrst to formally account for the presence of BE in their global ﬁeld models, addi-
tionally solving with external spherical harmonics to lmax = 2. However, following the return of Voyager data
collected at lower latitudes and closer to the magnetodisk, a diﬀerent approach was required to resolve BI
from BE . One option considered was modeling BI from data collected out of the equatorial plane. This was
found to exacerbate model nonuniqueness, owing to the extensive nature of the currents [Connerney, 1981].
Instead, comprehensive modeling of BCD has been widely employed as the preferred method of isolating BI
from the observations. Examples of these models include the Euler potential approach of Goertz [1976], the
more extensive Euler formulation of Khurana [1992], and the recent work of Cowley et al. [2008] based on
the assumption of steady state, axisymmetric current systems. In this study we employ the most widely used
model for BCD, devised by Connerney et al. [1981], which we designate as CON1981.
CON1981 is a six-parameter model of the magnetic ﬁeld arising from an axisymmetric current disk yielding
azimuthally constant current density, inversely proportional to radius from the axis, lying approximately in
the planetary magnetic equator. While CON1981 is a highly simpliﬁed representation of the true nature of
Jupiter’s inner to middle magnetosphere, it has repeatedly been shown to provide a good ﬁt to the data.
One example of this is the work of Connerney [1992], where both BI and BCD were solved for simultane-
ously from Voyager 1 and Pioneer 11 measurements. Using a singular value decomposition (SVD) method,
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the O6 internal ﬁeld model was derived to lmax = 6; however, analysis showed only 18 of the 48 parame-
ter vectors to be adequately resolved. The eigenvectors associated with these poorly resolved terms were
subsequently removed, leaving unstable high degrees, requiring the model to be truncated at lmax = 3.
While solutions are stable and are likely to return reliable elements for the low-degree part of the ﬁeld, the
requirement to truncate for stability means that the ﬁnal model does not ﬁt the data.
Other studies have followed the same SVD approach, for example, Connerney et al. [1996] in modeling data
retrieved from Ulysses. This lmax = 3 solution saw eﬀective constraint of 12 of the 15 Gauss coeﬃcients, with
the results showing similarities to previousmodels; however, the alternative Ulyssesmodel ofDougherty et al.
[1996] favored lower g01. This discrepancy stems from the diﬀerent approach, which sought improved ﬁt to
the data by making manual parameter changes to an O6+CON1981 starting model. As will be discussed in
section 5.2, the twoUlysses solutions also yieldedmagnetodisk properties diﬀerent both fromeach other and
from those found for Voyager 1 or Pioneer 11.
The possibility of the magnetodisk ﬁeld varying with time is an important modeling consideration not
accounted for by many studies which simultaneously solve BI and BCD for multiple orbits. Though the inner
magnetosphere is commonly accepted to show far smaller changeswith time than the outermagnetosphere,
and both far smaller than Earth’smagnetosphere, there is still evidence of short- and long-term temporal vari-
ation which could eﬀect BCD. Clearly, in order to accurately model BI and constrain its secular variation, it is
essential to accurately account for any time variability of BCD.
The wide range of estimates quoted for jovimagnetic secular variation (JSV) can in part be attributed to these
magnetodisk modeling problems. The largest and earliest JSV estimates preceded any understanding of BE ,
leading to the suggestion of a 6% decrease in the dipole magnetic moment between the Pioneer orbits of
1973 and 1974 [Smith et al., 1976]. Later, Connerney et al. [1982] concluded that no notable variation could be
detected between the octopole ﬁeld modeled for Voyager 1 compared with that modeled for the Pioneer 11
encounter. This work was expanded upon by Connerney and Acuna [1982], being the ﬁrst to coin the phrase
“jovimagnetic secular variation.” Fitting a linear trend to the dipole terms, they concluded any changewas not
statistically signiﬁcant, although a rate similar to that of Earth could not be ruled out. The diﬀerence between
themodel g01 coeﬃcient was consistent within 1 standard deviation to an increase of 0.06% yr
−1 or a decrease
of 0.17% yr−1. The equatorial dipole parameters favored a “negligible” drift of 0.22% yr−1.
This equatorial drift ﬁnding was an early suggestion that any SV estimate may relate to poor constraint of the
planetary rotation rate. Establishing an accurate rotation rate for Jupiter has been a longstanding problem.
Unlike the terrestrial planets, Jupiter has a ﬂuid exterior which makes it diﬃcult to determine a frame of ref-
erence for measurement. Instead, jovigraphic longitude is based on the cyclicity of radio waves emitted from
Jupiter; as the plasma emitted is directly linked to Jupiter’s magnetic ﬁeld via the Lorentz force, signal peri-
odicity observed from Earth directly reﬂects a full rotation of the planetary interior and length of day. The
International Astronomical Union System III 1965.0 period is 9 h 55 min 29.711 ± 0.04 s, corresponding to
870.536∘ of rotation in 24 h. Should there be inaccuracy or imprecision in this value, it is easy to understand
how this may generate misleading JSV results. For example, the maximum quoted error of ±0.04 s would
accumulate to a 0.445∘ oﬀset in longitude over the course of 1 year.
Other studies have also noted the possibility of this reference frame drift. Russell et al. [2001] concluded a
change in𝜙M of 0.01
∘ yr−1 between the epochof theConnerney [1992]O6model (∼1977) and the earlyGalileo
orbits (1995–1997). Yu et al. [2010] later used an SVD approach to reevaluate the Galileo data, ﬁrst testing for
secular variation during the Galileo era only. While results were inconclusive, a secondary approach used data
from 24 Galileo orbits to construct a quadrupole solution and compared this solution to models from the lit-
erature. If both thismodel and theO6model of Connerney [1992] are assumed to have no error, a∼0.03% yr−1
change in g01 applies between theO6 epoch and Galileo. Greater variationwas seen in g
1
1 and h
1
1. In both tests,
Yu et al. [2010] noted a substantial change in g22 with time, but this, along with other nonaxial dipolar change,
was once more attributed to inaccurate constraint of the planetary rotation rate.
In addition to direct measurements, constraint of Jupiter’s magnetic conﬁguration has been enhanced with
knowledge of satellite auroral footprints. Themoons produce particleswhich become ionized and so charged
and then move along ﬁeld lines to generate aurora. Using the O6model in conjunction with 112 images of
the Io footprint from theHubble Space Telescope (HST) andNASA’s Infrared Telescope Facility,Connerney et al.
[1998] created the partially solved lmax = 4VIP4model. This model, and its successor VIT4, better constrains
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Figure 1. Distribution of full data set with (a) jovigraphic latitude, (b) radial distance from Jupiter, and (c) time.
the polar ﬁeld conﬁguration, especially in the southwhere there is a dearth of spacecraftmagnetometer data.
Grodent et al. [2008] extended this approach by studying over 1000 HST images of the Io, Ganymede, and
Europa footprint locations. Hess et al. [2011] used the extended eigenvectors of the VIP4 model to construct
a more detailed full spherical harmonic solution, VIPAL, using a more accurate footprint mapping approach
in combination with limited spacecraft data. While we do not use auroral information, we demonstrate that
similar ﬁeld structures can be derived from satellite data alone.
3. Data
Thedata employed in this studyhavebeen selected from that collectedby all spacecraftwithin 12RJ of Jupiter
(where 1 RJ is taken as 71,492 km, the equatorial radius). This radial limit was placed on the data selection
to minimize external ﬁeld contamination. The criterion is met by measurements from ﬁve ﬂyby missions of
Jupiter (Pioneer 10 and 11 (1973 and 1974), Voyager 1 and 2 (1979), and Ulysses (1992)) and data from 34
passes of the planet by the Galileo orbiter between∼1995 and 2003. For simplicity, in this study we avoid the
use of traditional target body naming convention for the Galileo orbits and instead make use of the mission
name and orbit number (for example, Pioneer 11 = P11 and Galileo Orbit, Callisto 3 = G03).
For each pass of the planet, measurements collected with proximity to the moons were manually picked and
removed prior to modeling in order to avoid contamination from sources such as Ganymede’s dynamo and
Europa’s inducedﬁeld.Of theGalileopassesG05occurredduring solar conjunction, andconsequently, nodata
are available; data at lowperijove fromG34andall ofG35 (theﬁnal orbit)werediscardedowing to thepresence
of periodic noise in the magnetometer measurements; and data are limited from the orbital insertion period
of G00 and G13 which occurred predominantly during solar conjunction. The perijove of P11 also occurred
during conjunction, and so orientation of data are not available; these data are not used.
Figure 1 demonstrates the distribution of all data by latitude, radius, and time. A summary of the data prop-
erties is presented in Table 1. There are several notable features. Over 96% of observations were collected at
latitudes of ±2.5∘, with no data collected at >±455∘. Furthermore, only ≃1% of the data were collected at
>±20∘ with only P11 and Ulysses (ULY) venturing to greater latitudes within 12 RJ . Radial data distribution
is also poor. Of all 39 orbits, the only passes within 5 RJ of the planet were made by Pioneer 10, Pioneer 11,
Voyager 1, and Galileo 34, accounting for just 0.6% of the observations. Finally, there is clearly an imbalance
in the temporal distribution of data collection: Galileo dominates accounting for ∼97% of the total data.
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Table 1. Summary of Magnetometer Data Employed in This Study
Operating Error
Magnetometer Sampling Averaged Range Error Employed
Mission Year(s) Orbits Type Rate (Hz) Data (s) (nT) (nT)
P10 1973 1 VHM 5 1
3
60 85.93 0.859
P11 1974 1 VHM 5 1
3
60 85.93 0.859
VY1 1979 1 FGM 16 2
3
12 0.513 0.513
VY2 1979 1 FGM 16 2
3
12 0.513 0.513
ULY 1992 1 FGM < 1
2
60 21.5 0.215
GAL 1995–2002 36 FGM 3 24 0.032 0.960
The uncertainty associated with each measurement is dependent on factors including instrumental error
and drift, attitude, observation digitization, and data storage capability. The instrumental errors for the
primarymagnetometer operating ranges are listed in Table 1 andwere considered in construction of the data
error covariance matrices, as discussed in the next section. We also corrected the Galileo data with a uniform
orthogonal gain correction of 0.9911, as ﬁrst suggested by Yu et al. [2010]. With this correction, our BI mod-
els show a clear reduction in data misﬁt, and thus, applying the correction minimizes the estimate of secular
variation, improving our conﬁdence that any secular variation observed is required by the data.
4. Method
We take an iterative approach to modeling BI and BCD, the latter being solved individually for data from
each orbit, in order to allow time variability of the external ﬁeld. First, the residual between the O6model of
Connerneyetal. [1996] andoneorbit of data is calculated. Assuming this residual tobedominatedby theexter-
nal ﬁeld, we then calculate the best ﬁtting CON1981magnetodisk model, as described in detail in the next
section. The modeled BCD is then removed from the original data set. Having executed this for all orbits, the
data are recompiled and new spherical harmonic models of BI are generated. The procedure is then iterated.
4.1. The Regularized Minimum Norm Approach
In a further signiﬁcant departure from previous studies of Jupiter’s main ﬁeld, we follow a regularized mini-
mum norm approach. We seek solutions for BI which ﬁt the data but are also smooth and thus display physi-
cally plausible characteristics. Using this approach alleviates the problems associatedwith using ﬁnite, sparse
data to create ﬁnite models of intrinsically inﬁnite, physically complex systems. Regularization acts to elimi-
nate unresolved parameter vectors in the method, creating solutions with stable higher-degree harmonics.
Shure et al. [1982] ﬁrst applied regularization to model the geomagnetic ﬁeld. Since then, the approach has
been applied to other planets where there are limited data such as Mercury [Uno et al., 2009] and Saturn
[Sterenborg and Bloxham, 2010]. Our methodology closely follows of that employed by Holme and Bloxham
[1996], where the regularizedminimumnorm approachwas used tomodel themagnetic ﬁelds of Uranus and
Neptune from single ﬂybys by Voyager 2. We refer the reader to this work for a more complete overview of
the topic and our chosen smoothing norm.
Solving for BI from the data is a linear inverse problem,
𝜸 = Am + e (2)
where 𝜸 is a vector containing the data,m is the model vector containing the Gauss coeﬃcients to be deter-
mined, from equation (1), A is a matrix containing the equations of condition which linkm and 𝜸, and e is the
error vector. To obtain our solution, we construct the generalized inverse, to minimize an objective function
comprising squared misﬁt to data and a measure of roughness
Q = (𝜸 − Am)TC−1e (𝜸 − Am) + 𝜆m𝚲m (3)
whereC−1e is the data-error covariancematrix, 𝜸 is a Lagrangemultiplier, referred to as the damping parameter,
controlling the strength of the smoothing norm deﬁned by the matrix 𝚪.
4.2. Choice of Smoothing Norm
The simplest choice of smoothing norm is the identity matrix, leading to minimization of the sum of squares
of the parameters; however, it can also represent a more complex physical constraint. Numerous smoothing
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norms were considered with similar results, but the best trade-oﬀ between misﬁt and complexity was found
from following the approach of Holme and Bloxham [1996]. This is derived from the formalism of Gubbins
[1975] which places a lower bound on ohmic heating, J, originating in a planetary dynamo of known volume,
V , and constant conductivity, 𝛼, minimizing
∫
J2
𝛼
dV|||r<R𝛼 (4)
The conducting region is assumed to have a constant conductivity for metalic hydrogen, with radius RIMT
(IMT = insulator-metal transition), above which ionic conductivity is assumed to fall oﬀ linearly to zero at an
outer radius R𝛼 . This leads to a diagonal matrix with elements
(l + 1)(2l + 1)(2l + 3)(2l + 4)
[
R𝛼 − RIMT
]
4𝜋𝛼0l
[(
R𝛼
)(2l+4) − (RIMT)(2l+4)] (5)
Our current understanding of Jupiter’s interior structure is limited but has advanced in recent years with
high-pressure experimental studies; more advanced and relevant hydrogen-based equations of state; and
improved computational models [e.g., Guillot, 1999; Nettelmann et al., 2008]. At the most basic level, is simply
the question of where Jupiter’s dynamo originates, but there is also uncertainty surrounding the nature of the
insulating molecular hydrogen to conductive, metallic hydrogen transition: Is this transition to the dynamo
abrupt and discrete, like the Earth’s core-mantle boundary, or is it continuous?
Themodels we present employ RIMT = 0.85RJ and R𝛼 = 0.90RJ . These depths have been chosen based on sev-
eral factors. The largest inﬂuence on our decision was the results from shock compression experiments [e.g.,
Nellis et al., 1995;Weir et al., 1996]. These producedmetallic hydrogen at 140 GPa and 3000 K, via amechanism
suggesting continuous molecular dissociation and a continuous phase transition at Jupiter. Nellis et al. [1996]
used these values to favor RIMT = 0.90RJ , while Nellis [2000] conclude R𝛼 = 0.95RJ , as this is the depth which
corresponds to a conductivity which is commonly attributed to magnetic ﬁeld generation in the ice giants
Uranus and Neptune.
We investigate these quoted transitions. By comparing them with recent theoretical models for the Jovian
interior [e.g., Guillot, 1999; Nettelmann et al., 2008], we ﬁnd the given pressures correspond to RIMT ≃ 0.835RJ
and R𝛼 ≃ 0.875RJ not those quoted previously. We do note that (a) the temperatures reached experimentally
do not approach thosemodeled theoretically at matching pressures and (b) the presence and greater atomic
temperature of helium is also likely to raise the local temperature, relative to a planetary interior composed
of pure hydrogen [Nellis et al., 1996]. Taking these factors into consideration, a choice of RIMT = 0.85RJ and
R𝛼 = 0.90RJ appears appropriate.
Further a posteriori justiﬁcation for these values comeswith analysis of themagnetic spectra of ourmain ﬁeld
models, which may in themselves constrain the dynamo source depth. Lowes [1974] deﬁned a geomagnetic
power spectrum, separating the mean square ﬁeld as a function of degree
P(l, r) = (l + 1)
(a
r
)(2l+4)∑
m
(
gml
2 + hml
2
)
∮ B2dΩ =
∑
l
P(l, r) (6)
and identiﬁed that the geomagnetic power spectrum P(l) for 2≤ l ≤14 becomes white when plotted at the
core-mantle boundary. An early study by Elphic and Russell [1978] applied this logic to l=3models of Jupiter’s
ﬁeld derived from Pioneer observations; however, the results were inconclusive. Our models display a degree
of ﬂattening at RIMT = 0.85RJ and R𝛼 = 0.90RJ (section 6.1), consistent with our assumptions.
To minimize our objective function (equation (3)), we also require information about the data errors for con-
struction of C−1e . We employ the values listed in the ﬁnal column of Table 1, as opposed to the quoted error
associatedwith theprimarymagnetometer operating range. These valueswere chosen following analysis and
a posteriori conﬁrmation of consistency with the ﬁt to the data. Making these changes informally weights the
inversion away from the extensive Galileo data set, crudely compensating for the relative lack of earlier mea-
surements. Furthermore, applying the sameerror for allmeasurements fromoneorbit placesmore conﬁdence
in the higher magnitude observations collected closer to the planet.
From the objective function (equation (3)), we use Cholesky decomposition to ﬁnd our maximum likelihood
solution, m̂,
m̂ =
(
ATCe
−1A + 𝜆𝚲
)−1
ATCe
−1𝛾 (7)
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This is executed for numerous 𝜆 values, allowing a trade-oﬀ curve between solution norm andmodel-to-data
residual to be plotted. Models with 𝜆 values found in the trade-oﬀ curve knee are optimal, as they are smooth
(physically plausible) while also minimizingmisﬁt to the observations. With ill-posed problems such as this, it
is common to encounter a broad knee region and choosing a favoredmodel is highly subjective. To overcome
this, further analysis of the solution properties, such as the magnetic power spectrum, surface ﬁeld plots,
and model resolution, was undertaken prior to ﬁnalizing the choice of dampedmodel. The process was then
iterated: the diﬀerence between the new damped model of BI and each orbit of data was calculated and
used for input to model BCD, with the full procedure repeated until convergence on both the magnetodisk
parameters and BI.
4.3. Constraining Jovimagnetic Secular Variation
Using the data set compiled at the ﬁnal iteration, we present two models of BI:
1. JCF models (Jupiter constant ﬁeld) assume that the ﬁeld is unchanged during the 1973–2002 period of
investigation. The total number of parameters are lmax(lmax+2)Gauss coeﬃcients, gml , deﬁned in nanotesla.
2. JSVmodels (Jupiter secular variation) allow linear time variation of the Jovian ﬁeld by additionally parame-
terizing each Gauss coeﬃcient by a temporal parameter,
gml (t) = g
m
l 0 + ġ
m
l t (8)
where ġml is the secular variation (nT yr
−1) and gml 0 is the resulting magnitude of g
m
l at time t = 0, set
halfway through the period of observations at 1988.38. The total number of parameters in these models is
double that of JCF, as eachGauss coeﬃcient has a corresponding SV coeﬃcient.We also introduce a further
damping parameter, 𝜏 , to minimize the SV in our JSV objective function, so that equation (3) becomes
Q = (𝜸 − Am)TC−1e (𝜸 − Am) + 𝜆msΛms + 𝜏mtΛmt (9)
wherems are the Gauss coeﬃcients andmt are the temporal coeﬃcients. In regularizing themodel in time
we employ the same𝚲.
Through inspection of the resulting JCF and JSVmodels for optimal properties, such as smoothness, misﬁt to
data, and resolution, we can investigate whether the spacecraft measurements provide evidence for secular
variation of Jupiter’s ﬁeld. We note that these improvements must be substantial for SV to be inferred: simply
by increasing the number of free parameters for the JSV solutions, a better ﬁt to data is inevitable.
5. Modeling and Removal of the Magnetodisk Field
Having established the residual between a model for BI and one orbit, we use the CON1981model to solve
Jupiter’s magnetodisk ﬁeld, BCD. Allowing as much variability in this component as possible (certainly from
orbit to orbit) is important to prevent external ﬁeld variations being aliased into our models of internal ﬁeld
secular variation. Contributions to inner magnetospheric B from other sources of BE are favored to be orders
of magnitude less than either BI or BCD [Engle, 1991].
5.1. Methodology
The ﬁeld is described with a vector potential in cylindrical coordinates, (𝜌, 𝜙, z), with z parallel to the plan-
etary dipole axis and 𝜌 and 𝜙 in the magnetic dipole equator. An axisymmetric disk yielding components
of BCD in Bz and B𝜌 is deﬁned using just six parameters: inner and outer edges, R0 and R1; half thickness, D;
the disk orientation relative to Jupiter’s rotation axis in colatitude, 𝜃CD, and relative to the System III 1965.0
reference frame in longitude, 𝜙CD; and a parameter (𝜇0I0)/2 deﬁning the strength of the ﬁeld generating cur-
rents, assumed to ﬂow only azimuthally, with the current density falling oﬀ as the inverse of cylindrical radius.
A good ﬁt to the Voyager 1 data was found by Connerney et al. [1981] when this disk was bound at R0 = 5RJ
near Io’s orbit, R1 = 50RJ and D = 2.5RJ , with (𝜇0I0)/2 = 225 and orientated with the planetary dipole mag-
netic equator at 𝜃CD = 9.6∘ and𝜙CD = 158∘. Connerney et al. [1981] use inﬁnite integrals of Bessel functions to
obtain the ﬁeld values; we implement the restatement of this result of Giampieri and Dougherty [2004] which
reposes these as closed form summations. The resulting calculations are computationally easier and less time
consuming, allowing easier exploration of disk parameter space.
5.2. The True Nature of Jupiter’s Inner Magnetosphere
Our preference to solve BCD using CON1981 relates to its proven ability to model the magnetodisk ﬁeld and
the fact that more complex solutions for BCD have similar conﬁgurations within the inner magnetosphere
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[e.g., Khurana, 1992]. However, modeling this complex phenomenon as a simple disk has its pitfalls and there
are several places where CON1981 cannot capture the true nature of the region.
In reality, the inner magnetospheric plasma environment changes with radius. From the cold inner torus
(5–5.2 RJ), through the ribbon (5.2–5.9 RJ), to thewarmouter torus (5.9–10 RJ) there are observed diﬀerences
in ion and electron densities which are not taken into account by the constant current strength of CON1981.
These changes accompany an increase in plasma dispersion toward Io [Bagenal, 1994], again not accounted
for by the constantDof themagnetodiskmodel. Dusk-dawnasymmetries in themagnetodisk ﬁeld [e.g.,Bunce
and Cowley, 2001; Connerney, 1981] and the ribbon region [e.g., Sandel and Broadfoot, 1982] have also been
noted, alongside variations linked to longitudinal asymmetries in the planetary ﬁeld [e.g., Dessler and Sandel,
1992]. There is also evidence for disk corotation breakdown within 2 RJ of Io (up to∼5% from rigid) and grad-
ually outward of Io’s orbit (∼1–10% from 6–10 RJ) [e.g., Pontius, 1995]. Disk tilt also varies with radius in the
inner magnetosphere, with the less energetic cold torus particles aligning closer to the centrifugal equator,
𝜃CS ≃ 6.4∘, while by 10–15 RJ the warmer plasma has been shown to lie closer to the magnetic dipole
equator, 𝜃M.
There are also changes in the conﬁguration which occur with diﬀerent time scales. This reinforces the need
to model BCD for each orbit but even this may not be adequate to fully resolve short-term changes. With
the exception of current strength, Connerney et al. [1981] found an identical magnetodisk conﬁguration can
adequately ﬁt the Voyager 1, Voyager 2, and Pioneer 10 observations; however, diﬀerent conﬁgurations for
inbound and outbound passes were also preferred, suggesting a possible dayside magnetodisk thickening
asymmetry as previously noted. Analysis of Ulysses measurements by Balogh et al. [1992] found a similar dis-
crepancy,with the inboundpass requiring a∼ 45% reduction in the current strength parameter relative to the
CON1981 Voyager 1 values. This conﬁguration for Ulysses is broadly consistent with Dougherty et al. [1996],
which favors lower 𝜇0I∕2 = 100 but increased D = 4RJ , while Connerney et al. [1996] prefers an alternative
Ulysses conﬁguration of R0 = 7.1RJ , D = 3.3RJ , 𝜇0I∕2 = 185, 𝜃CD = 6.5∘, and 𝜙CD=154∘.
Other evidence for short-term changes to the innermagnetosphere also exists. Frank andPaterson [2001] and
Thomas et al. [2004] note discrepancies at 6–7 RJ in electron density of up to a factor of 3 between individual
Galileo orbits and betweenGalileo orbits and a Voyager observation-basedmodel [Bagenal, 1994]. Spacecraft
have alsomeasured large-scale plasma injections,withmultiple occurrences daily andoccasional clustering in
time [Krupp et al., 2004]. During these events, material in the Io plasma torus from beyond≃9RJ is transported
radially by up to several RJ toward Jupiter, over a narrow azimuthal range (30–40
∘).
Longer-term trends include a 2 month period identiﬁed by Brown and Bouchez [1997], during which spec-
trographic techniques identiﬁed the plasma torus mass increasing by up to 30%. Initiation of a new volcanic
plume at Io was hypothesized as a possible cause for this increase, compensated for by increased plasma out-
ﬂow into the middle magnetosphere. Whether inner magnetospheric BCD might be inﬂuenced by changes
to the solar wind remains a matter for debate. A correlation between inner radiation belt emission/ﬂux den-
sity and solar wind ram pressure has been noted, occurring with a ≃2 year time lag [Bolton et al., 1989; Klein
et al., 2001].
5.3. Approach
Unlike solving BI, solving BCD is a nonlinear problem and there are many disk conﬁgurations which can ﬁt
the data from one orbit. The result is a rough function landscape with many local minima. Finding the global
minimum is diﬃcult; strong parameter covariance and instability leads to many solutions with implausible
disk conﬁgurations. To counter this, the data were forward modeled, cyclically varying each disk parameter
through a range of physically realistic values. Initial conditions were set to those favored by Connerney et al.
[1981] for Voyager 1 and then solved in turn: (a) current strength, 𝜇0I/2; (b) simultaneously for orientation
parameters 𝜃CD and 𝜙CD; and (c) simultaneously for R0 and D (routine C-O-RD). This order was chosen based
on preliminary tests, computation time, and perceived ability for the parameters to inﬂuence ﬁeld conﬁgu-
ration/diﬀer signiﬁcantly from that stated by Connerney et al. [1981]. The constraints placed on the minimum
andmaximumparameter values are given in Table 2. With data only being used fromwithin 12 RJ , R1 is poorly
constrained; we ﬁxed this at 50 RJ . We further were unable to resolve R0 inmany cases, asmost orbits were still
far from this boundary even at closest approach. Furthermore, as with the model CON1981 data fromwithin
5 RJ were also removed prior to solving (although reconsidered for further internal ﬁeld modeling) to ensure
that the magnetodisk solution was not biased by unmodeled high-degree internal ﬁeld unaccounted for by
the BI model.
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Table 2. Favored Magnetodisk Parameters Retrieved From Two Alternative Solving Routines for Orbit G23a
Routine Routine
Parameter Minimum Maximum C-O-RD CD-O-R
R0 (RJ) 4.004 7.996 4.004 UR 4.252
D (RJ) 1.35 3.65 2.831 3.262
𝜇0I0∕2 70.0 330.0 164.6 143.0
𝜃CD (
∘) 0.0 18.0 8.16 9.30
𝜙CD (
∘) 100.0 240.0 160.24 160.34
aUR signiﬁes unresolved.
Despite optimizingour approach, small changes toourC-O-RD routinewere still capable of causing signiﬁcant
changes in preferred magnetodisk conﬁguration, highlighting the strong nonlinearity. To demonstrate this,
Figure 2 compares the ﬁt to theG23data in spherical coordinates, using our preferred solving routine, C-O-RD,
and an alternative, CD-O-R, which uses the same initial conditions but solves in turn: (a) 𝜇0I∕2 and D simulta-
neously, (b) disk orientation, and (c) R0 before iterating the cycle. The resulting magnetodisk conﬁgurations
found from this preferred ﬁt are listed in Table 2.
There is little diﬀerence between the ﬁt to the data gained using each routine; the modeled ﬁeld in the B𝜃
and Br directions are almost identical, while the smallest component, in the B𝜙 direction, shows a marginally
better ﬁt for C-O-RD. However, the disk conﬁgurations producing the ﬁeld diﬀer substantially: a diﬀerence of
0.43 RJ exists betweenD; (𝜇0I0)∕2 is 15%higher for C-O-RD; and 𝜃CD diﬀers by over 1∘. However, the product of
𝜇0I0∕2 andD, ameasure of the totalmagnitude of the current disk, is 465.98 for C-O-RD and 466.47 for CD-O-R,
conﬁrming a strong covariance between these parameters, previously identiﬁed by Connerney et al. [1982].
To further explore this covariance, the disk ﬁeld was forward modeled for a range of D, 𝜇0I0∕2, and 𝜃CD and
the corresponding ﬁt to data from diﬀerent orbits was examined; R0, R1, and 𝜙CD were kept constant at the
Connerney et al. [1981] preferred values. In doing so, a striking correlation can be demonstrated between 𝜃CD,
D𝜇0I0∕2 and themodel-data residual. Figure 3 shows this correlation for orbit G23, where a distinct reduction
in total RMS misﬁt is seen for certain values of D𝜇0I0∕2. Similar results are obtained for other orbits.
Figure 2. Fit to G23 data achieved using two diﬀerent routines with alternative parameter solving order. Corresponding
resolved parameters listed in Table 2.
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Figure 3. Root-mean-square (RMS) misﬁt as a function of D𝜇0I0∕2 and 𝜃CD for orbit G23. (bottom) Minimum in higher
resolution.
The models in the range of the G23minimum possess 𝜃CD < 7
∘, lower than that favored by Connerney et al.
[1981]. Most well-resolved orbits also show this preferentially reduced 𝜃CD. This may reﬂect the true nature
of the inner magnetosphere: the less energetic particles of the cold Io torus align closer to the centrifu-
gal equator, 𝜃CS ≃ 6.4∘, while by 10–15 RJ the warmer plasma lies closer to the magnetic dipole equator,
𝜃M ≃ 9.8∘.
5.4. Disk Modeling Results
Figure 4 presents the ﬁnal disk parameters resolved for each orbit of data after 14 BI−BCD iterations using the
C-O-RD routine; the last plot shows the corresponding root-mean-square (RMS) misﬁt between the resulting
model and the input data.
The majority of orbits yield plausible disk conﬁgurations, settling on parameter values well within the con-
straints employed, with the exception of R0, which as expected was generally poorly resolved. Of the orbits
which displayed abnormalities in one or more parameters, 𝜃CD of both Voyager disk models reached greater
angles than 𝜃M; G00, G13, and G34 showed low 𝜇0I0∕2 and/or high 𝜙CD, probably due to the limitations in
data coverage described in section 3; and P11 showed a particularly low 𝜃CD, likely related to the high-latitude
trajectory, in regions of low BCD. These issues are reﬂected in the associated RMS misﬁt values.
Considering only the well-resolved orbits, 𝜃CD tends to lie below 9.8
∘, following the reasoning of the 𝜃CS-𝜃M
transition in this region. Variation in 𝜙CD is as expected, generally around or less than the planetary dipole
longitude, likely related to localized regions of corotation breakdown. With few exceptions, D is larger than
the 2.5 RJ suggested by Connerney et al. [1981], ranging broadly between 2.7 and 3.1 RJ ; complementing
this, the disk current density parameter consistently displays a signiﬁcantly smaller magnitude than the
Connerney et al. [1981] Voyager 1 preferred magnitude. This reﬂects the strong parameter covariance previ-
ously discussed.
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Figure 4. CON1981magnetodisk parameters for each orbit, in chronological order, solved using the C-O-R-D approach.
Dashed lines in R0 plot show upper and lower constraint placed on these values by the routine; arrows show where the
solved parameters are outside the plotted range.
Our results favor a stable innermagnetospheric environmenton the large scale; however, the simplistic conﬁg-
urationofCON1981 is clearly inﬂuential in reaching this conclusion. Trendswere exploredbetween individual
parameters andorbital position in time and space (e.g., with perijove and satellite proximity), but no clear rela-
tionships were found. Owing to the strong covariance, we favor that changes to D𝜇0I0∕2 may be more useful
in characterizing magnetodisk variation than any individual parameter.
No clear spatial relationship could be identiﬁed in D𝜇0I0∕2, but there is evidence of time variation. Figure 5
plots D𝜇0I0∕2 for orbits during the Galileo epoch. Excluding the orbits with parameter abnormalities, a trend
appears, with two periods of (D𝜇0I0)∕2 decrease, one ending around 2000 and the other during the lat-
ter part of the Galileo mission. Alongside this, both the concurrent and 2 year displaced sunspot number
are overlain, the latter being chosen following the observed lag in correlation between inner radiation belt
emission/ﬂux density and solar wind ram pressure [Bolton et al., 1989; Klein et al., 2001]. No clear relation-
ship between (D𝜇0I0)∕2 and solar activity can be identiﬁed, suggesting that these trends relate to changes
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Figure 5. Dark blue markers show D𝜇0I0∕2 during the Galileo period for C-O-R-D routine solved disk conﬁguration. Light
blue markers signify orbits with one or more distinctly abnormal magnetodisk parameters: G03, G13, and G25.
Concurrent and 2 year oﬀset sunspot number shown in red and green, respectively.
internal to the Jovian magnetosphere. Russell and Kivelson [2001] noted ∼4 times greater rate of ion produc-
tion at Io at the start of the Galileo missions than by orbits G24-G27. Our calculated (D𝜇0I0)∕2 values may
reﬂect this observation.
Our consideration of the range of possible disk parameters has been of great importance to interpretation
of possible secular variation. We argue below for evidence of possible change in the internal magnetic ﬁeld;
beforewemake such an argument, it has been important to allow suﬃcient variation in the external ﬁeld that
it canbe ruledout as a sourceof this change. It is important tonote that uncertainty in thedisk parameters due
to covariance has no impact on our primary goal, themodeling of the internal planetary ﬁeld. This covariance
arises precisely because such changes do not impact on the ﬁeld predicted by the model. The current disk is
calculated to remove bias from external ﬁeld, and this is achieved even if individual disk parameters cannot
be resolved. Nevertheless, insights from this work on the correlation between diﬀerent features in the disk
have the potential to usefully inform future modeling of the innermost magnetosphere of Jupiter, especially
from the Juno mission.
6. Main Field Modeling: Results and Analysis
Having reached BCD and BI model convergence, models were compared for both constant ﬁeld (JCF) and
constant secular variation (JSV). A truncation of lmax = 7 was found to be suﬃcient that the solutions were
constrained by the regularization and not the choice of truncation.
6.1. Comparison of JCF and JSV Models
Wepresent three solutions of our time constant ﬁeldmodels, JCF, and three solutions of our time varying ﬁeld
models, JSV. The JCF solutions all lie in the broad knee region of the objective functionmisﬁt-norm trade-oﬀ
curve but possess slightly diﬀerent dampingmagnitudes. This is illustrated by the colored points on the thick
black curve in Figure 6b. The levels of damping translate to a solution with smoother ﬁeld (𝜆 = 7 × 10−1); a
solutionwith intermediate complexity (𝜆 = 2×10−1); and amore structured solution (𝜆 = 1×10−1). Note that
these values lack easy interpretation, but their relativemagnitudes give an indication of the relative inﬂuence
of the damping.
Alongside these we present three JSV solutions which retain identical ﬁeld smoothing 𝜆 but now allow linear
temporal change, damped by 𝜏 . Our complementary JSV solutions are smoother ﬁeld with SV (𝜆 = 7 × 10−1,
𝜏 = 2 × 103); intermediate ﬁeld complexity with SV (𝜆 = 2 × 10−1, 𝜏 = 7 × 103); and structured ﬁeld with
SV (𝜆 = 1 × 10−1, 𝜏 = 2 × 104). Justiﬁcation for our choice of these 𝜏 values follows, though we favor the
intermediate smoothed solutions and give priority to these in our discussion.
The solid black line in Figure 6b is the JCF trade-oﬀ curve. The dotted colored lines breaking away from
this show how ﬁeld smoothness and data misﬁt change when the same level of 𝜆 is retained, but solving
employs the JSV approach with temporal changes damped by varying 𝜏 . As expected, with high 𝜏 , temporal
changes were fully smoothed out and the ﬁeld approximated the complementary JCF solution. Decreasing
𝜏 allows spatially more complex secular variation, removing structure from the modeled ﬁeld and smooth-
ing it (reduced norm). At the same time, there is a notable reduction in the misﬁt to the data compared to
the complementary JCF solutions. With further lowering of 𝜏 , a knee is reached in the JSV trade-oﬀ curves.
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Figure 6. Comparison of preferred JCF and JSVmodeling results: (a) lowes power spectra and corresponding JSVmodel SV spectra; (b) trade-oﬀ curves for
model-to-data misﬁt and modeled ﬁeld norm; (c) correlation between JSVmodel Gauss coeﬃcients and conjugate linear SV coeﬃcients; (d) comparison of
coeﬃcient resolution for JCF 𝜆 = 2 × 10−1 model and JSV 𝜆 = 2 × 10−1, 𝜏 = 7 × 103 model. Coeﬃcients ordered from gm
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Lowering 𝜏 beyond this knee allows unrealistically complex and high-magnitude temporal changeswhich are
not required by the data. As a consequence, our favored levels of 𝜏 lie close to this knee, as indicated by the
black circles in Figure 6b.
The model coeﬃcients for our preferred solutions are given in Table 3, and maps of their Br and the total
modeled change in Br are given in Figure 7, projected onto Jupiter’s ellipsoidal surface (ellipticity 0.065).
Our modeled ﬁeld is strongly dipolar and Br generally shows similar, but smoother structure when tempo-
ral change is permitted; however, there are other notable diﬀerences. All the JSV solutions possess a greater
maximum ﬁeld magnitude at the north pole. For example, the model with intermediate 𝜆 has a maximum Br
of 15.89 G, while that of the intermediate 𝜆JSV solution is 16.70 G. In contrast, each JSV-JCF pair agree on the
southern hemispheremaximummagnitude to within 0.2 G. The southern polar ﬁeldmagnitude is also signif-
icantly less than the north; for the intermediate 𝜆JCF and JSVmodels, the maximummagnitude is −11.11 G
and−11.28G, respectively. The largest diﬀerence in ﬁeld structure for eachmodel pair is foundaround 𝜃 ≃70∘,
𝜙 ≃290∘, where lower𝜆JCF solutions favor an area of negative ﬂux, not present in the JSV solutions. Themod-
eled change in Br accompanying the JSV ﬁeld is strongly quadrupolar, and, though higher 𝜆 dampedmodels
show increasingly complex temporal changes, they are all of the same order of magnitude for the preferred
solutions.
The model diﬀerences are also reﬂected in the power spectra of Figure 6a, with both the ﬁeld and SV con-
tribution displayed. There is good agreement between the dipole and quadrupole contributions from both
approaches and for all damping levels; however, divergence is seen above l = 2 where damping-dependent
ﬂattening occurs to varying degrees. A distinct dropoﬀ in ﬁeld power is observed beyond l = 5 for the
strong/intermediate 𝜆 dampedmodels and beyond l = 3 for theweak 𝜆 damping. Themean square SV power
is dominated by the quadrupole and octopole, conﬁrming that seen in the JSV Br ﬁeld maps.
A further qualitative studywas carried out to ascertain which combination of 𝜆, RIMT and conductivity dropoﬀ
produced the ﬂattest main ﬁeld spectra. The results favored 𝜆 between our structured and intermediate
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Table 3. Coeﬃcients for Preferred 𝜆 = 2 × 10−1 Models: JCF(𝜓 = 0.0∘) Gauss Coeﬃcients; JSV(𝜓 = 0.0∘) Gauss and Temporal Coeﬃcients; and JSV(𝜓 = −3.8∘)
Gauss and Temporal Coeﬃcientsa
l m gm
l
hm
l
gm
l
hm
l
ġm
l
ḣm
l
gm
l
hm
l
ġm
l
ḣm
l
1 0 409859.45 409620.37 43.78 409586.87 44.74
1 1 −68670.56 23707.03 −68257.07 23845.92 −101.86 −128.10 −67423.60 26092.85 −45.54 28.41
2 0 10399.59 14194.39 433.41 14260.01 445.14
2 1 −57110.30 −44802.70 −60445.00 −37318.64 −127.61 621.10 −61344.72 −35250.19 −182.32 754.67
2 2 49122.68 16074.90 50015.92 17418.16 −26.98 307.58 51154.26 13937.44 51.80 93.63
3 0 −1000.82 −7680.19 −36.23 −7513.04 −31.19
3 1 −36848.95 −21555.52 −41019.48 −27701.87 −47.24 346.25 −41495.65 −28306.26 −42.58 346.47
3 2 22617.50 35931.00 18834.47 42190.80 −37.69 72.07 20204.02 42140.24 −9.81 47.60
3 3 3736.22 −26800.52 −6546.26 −29281.84 103.65 −42.73 −8771.48 −29143.22 39.72 −40.27
4 0 −10356.79b −20018.76 31.43 −20536.62 31.26
4 1 4519.66 24942.79 6781.63 13510.19 −20.20 −6.40 7104.36 12713.96 −20.10 −6.18
4 2 −3014.04 34820.36 305.84 39420.71 5.62 −80.91 −74.44 39873.79 5.07 −79.75
4 3 −13628.22 −2931.91 −14740.31 −1278.85 29.38 2.18 −14360.38 −1676.73 26.46 4.52
4 4 −25120.85 4199.69 −15348.10 4414.59 11.01 −14.87 −14518.84 5968.78 11.74 −10.66
5 0 −18542.76 −14114.73 27.05 −14642.61 27.91
5 1 −8066.04 16965.26 −4190.32 12109.71 7.63 −26.83 −4047.02 12837.84 7.40 −27.97
5 2 7308.83 −6347.89 13352.87 −9883.64 −25.47 19.19 13354.40 −10225.97 −25.67 20.24
5 3 −6552.56 12914.23 956.79 5483.76 −4.33 −8.64 883.19 5701.09 −3.34 −8.86
5 4 −6048.68 21930.65 −30.12 14208.50 −1.30 −27.62 363.66 13797.20 −1.84 −26.73
5 5 6332.01 13742.86 4367.76 11952.81 −8.07 −19.86 4458.32 10850.01 −7.51 −18.64
6 0 −9221.20 −7209.01 13.69 −7331.44 13.96
6 1 −6823.99 −2616.35 −3372.35 −668.25 6.42 1.02 −3378.02 −625.41 6.43 0.98
6 2 1737.73 −1415.19 1967.91 −2688.49 −3.86 5.51 2015.02 −2727.58 −3.90 5.53
6 3 3226.16 −5219.81 2291.66 −5225.08 −4.59 9.93 2363.27 −5325.66 −4.69 10.10
6 4 2741.91 11699.95 −1328.73 6144.10 2.87 −11.66 −1456.95 5886.43 3.08 −11.28
6 5 6156.41 2993.05 3769.92 3492.18 −7.06 −6.74 3447.98 3242.49 −6.44 −6.28
6 6 −3154.92 1317.17 −718.19 124.61 1.66 −0.73 −928.19 157.77 1.84 −0.78
7 0 5033.54 2803.12 −5.42 2870.64 −5.55
7 1 −2044.10 457.63 −2231.18 358.55 4.33 −0.64 −2299.86 363.47 4.46 −0.66
7 2 850.34 347.99 512.73 1473.82 −0.98 −2.88 523.63 1525.56 −1.00 −2.99
7 3 2000.23 −864.30 1945.55 −899.92 −3.69 1.69 1946.64 −893.28 −3.71 1.68
7 4 3371.53 −4262.56 2445.69 −2467.83 −4.64 4.77 2431.19 −2480.64 −4.62 4.79
7 5 −2700.23 2239.03 −525.51 994.72 1.00 −1.98 −600.51 1027.97 1.13 −2.02
7 6 3184.39 3610.15 3022.24 1463.84 −5.83 −2.78 2987.32 1438.44 −5.77 2.72
7 7 −125.30 −1178.63 460.96 −1412.32 −0.95 2.75 380.72 −1430.47 −0.76 2.81
aGiven in nT and nT yr−1.
bCoeﬃcients here and below are recorded incorrectly in the source thesis.
damping levels, RIMT = 0.83–0.84RJ and conductivity dropping oﬀ over 0.05 RJ . Thus ﬂatter spectra than
those shown here can be attained, but our choices of 𝜆, RIMT = 0.85RJ and R𝛼 = 0.90RJ approach the values
suggested by this analysis.
Figure 8 compares the misﬁt in Br , B𝜙, and B𝜃 as a function of radius, for the intermediate complexity JCF and
JSV models. The mean residual, x̄, standard deviation, 𝜎, and RMS misﬁt are listed in Table 4. In each case,
the greatest residuals are consistently found at low perijove—thus the residual increases with themagnitude
of the ﬁeld. This is suﬃcient to explain the residuals in Br and B𝜙, but there is a more prominent increase in
fractional misﬁt with r for B𝜃 . This could relate to inadequate modeling of the magnetodisk ﬁeld, in particular
a failure to account for the 𝜃CS to 𝜃M hinging between the cold and warm torus regions. Consulting Table 4,
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Figure 7. Br and total modeled change in Br for preferred JCF and JSV solutions.
misﬁt is not uniformly improved through employing the JSV approach. The Br and B𝜙 residual has signiﬁcantly
lower RMS, x̄, and 𝜎 for JSV, while in B𝜃 a minor increase in x̄ and RMS is seen accompanying a comparable
level of 𝜎.
Further quantitative insight is provided by analysis of the coeﬃcient resolution matrix
R =
(
ATC−1e A + 𝜆𝚲
)−1
ATC−1e A (10)
This provides ameasure of howwell the regularizedmodelmatches the truemodel in the absence of errors; it
quantiﬁes how eﬀectively the data can resolve themodel parameters. The trace ofR provides an indication of
the number of degrees of freedom in the model. Figure 6d compares the resolution for each ﬁeld coeﬃcient
for the two intermediate smoothedmodels. The dipole ﬁeld is well resolved for both types of model, with the
same being true of the JSV variation. Up to l = 3 the ﬁeld coeﬃcients remain well resolved and marginally
better for JCF, abovewhich the parameter resolution decreases, with comparable JCF and JSV R, and by l = 6
no ﬁeld is resolved by the data, with no resolution of SV above degree 2. At each l, higherm coeﬃcients are
better resolved, reﬂecting the better data coverage in longitude than in latitude. With 63 Gauss coeﬃcients
(lmax=7), a trace of 63 would indicate the model constrained by the data perfectly. The traces for the inter-
mediate JCF and JSV ﬁelds are 29.22 (46%) and 27.90 (44%), respectively; this decrease signiﬁes distribution
of ﬁt to temporal coeﬃcients, which have a trace of 8.84 (14%). We note that the smoother JSV model has
marginally higher SV R; however, the ﬁeld resolution is signiﬁcantly lower at 23.22 (37%).
Finally, we consider the correlation between the JSV ﬁeld and corresponding temporal coeﬃcients. Figure 6c
shows how the correlation coeﬃcient, r, varies for JSVmodels with smooth, intermediate, and structured 𝜆
damping, through a range of 𝜏 levels. In each case, 𝜏 of the favored JSV solutions are shown in black and
lie close to zero, showing that for the preferred models, the estimates of ﬁeld and SV are almost uncorre-
lated, providing evidence that our optimal models do not have leakage between the ﬁeld and SV estimates.
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Figure 8. Model to data misﬁt for JCF and JSVmodels with intermediate ﬁeld damping.
For each 𝜆, if 𝜏 is increased by even a small amount, the correlation coeﬃcient increases signiﬁcantly, while a
decrease also causes divergence of r from zero. This provides additional justiﬁcation for the chosen temporal
damping levels.
6.2. The Favored Solution and SV
We favor the JSV solutions over the JCF solutions and suggest that true variation can be discerned from the
data. Our primary justiﬁcation for this lies with the results of Figure 6b, where reducedmodel-to-data residual
and increased ﬁeld smoothness are seenwhen linear changes to the ﬁeld coeﬃcients are permitted. However,
we acknowledge that model improvement might simply relate to the increased parameter space of the JSV
approach. Quantifying the comparative improvement proves more insightful: the improvement in sum of
squared misﬁt for each 𝜆 pair lies between 7 and 8%, while the relative reduction in ﬁeld norm is ∼2.5% for
𝜆 = 7 × 10−1, ∼5% for 𝜆 = 2 × 10−1, and ∼10% for 𝜆 = 1 × 10−1.
Further to this we favor the JSV solution with intermediate damping over the more smooth and more com-
plex models examined. The intermediate damping resolves both the ﬁeld and SV well while striking a good
balance between the misﬁt to the data and norm. Neither temporal variation beyond the quadrupole nor
ﬁeld structure above l = 5 are well constrained, signiﬁed by both the plot of coeﬃcient resolution and by the
dropoﬀ in power. However, inclusion of these components of the ﬁeld is necessary to avoid aliasing into lower
harmonic degrees.
Figure 9 plots the Bf and Bh of our preferred ﬁeld model at Jupiter’s surface. The total Bh at 1 RJ is greatest
at lower latitudes but does not exceed 9.0 G (0.9 mT), just over half the magnitude of the maximum Br ; Bh
is dominated by <4.5 G ﬁeld. The large asymmetry in Br surface ﬁeld is even more pronounced when Bf is
considered:maximumﬁeld in thenorth approaches 17G,while in the south it is<12G. Inspecting themapped
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Table 4. JCF and Average JSVModel Properties, for Preferred Solutions
With Intermediate Field Damping (𝜆 = 2 × 10−1)
JCF JSV|M| (G) 4.1625 4.1595
𝜃M (
∘) 10.05 10.01
𝜙M (
∘) 160.95 160.74
Maximum N |Br| (G) 15.89 16.70
Maximum S |Br| (G) 11.11 11.28
Trace of R 29.22 27.90
B𝜃 RMS 11.14 11.27
B𝜃 x̄ 3.11 3.60
B𝜃 𝜎 10.69 10.68
B𝜙 RMS 9.65 9.01
B𝜙 x̄ 1.66 1.56
B𝜙 𝜎 9.51 8.87
Br RMS 10.75 9.72
Br x̄ 1.76 −0.30
Br 𝜎 10.61 9.72
SV in Br , Bf , and Bh, the highest magnitude changes do not correlate with the ﬁeld structure but are always
found in the northern hemisphere; JCF and JSVmodel solutions with the same 𝜆 damping are most similar
within 20∘ of the south pole. This asymmetrymay be inﬂuenced by the availability of fewer high-latitude data
from Jupiter’s southern hemisphere.
Our favored model shows only a small 0.011% yr−1 increase in g01 and larger respective decreases in g
1
1 and
h11 of−0.149% yr
−1 and −0.537% yr−1. This strong axial dipole stability translates to a small increase in dipole
magnetic moment, |M|, of ∼0.013% yr−1 over the period of investigation and only a minor change in dipole
latitude, 𝜃M, of 0.006
∘ yr−1. In contrast, the variation in dipole longitude, 𝜙M, is signiﬁcantly larger at
∼0.122∘ yr−1; this may reﬂect uncertainty in the drift of the reference system, which will be explored further.
We do not trust estimates of formal errors on the modeled ﬁeld or SV (such estimates assume that the model
smoothness is a hard upper bound on the true smoothness of the ﬁeld, which is clearly not valid); however,
the regularization acts to remove any unneeded complexity from the solutions and seeks only the minimal
structure needed to ﬁt the data, lending credence to our theory that some true magnetic secular variation is
being modeled.
6.3. Comparison With Previous Models and the Geomagnetic Field
Figure 10 shows the how the dipole properties of our solution are modeled to change through time
(quantiﬁed in Table 5), comparedwith the dipole properties from a selection of previous studies.We note that
this is presented for illustrative purposes and is not a robust representation; e.g., themodels constrained from
data collected bymultiple spacecraft or with HST images are not weighted equally between eras, but this has
not been indicated.
The ﬁrst notable feature seen in all plots is the range of estimates for dipole conﬁguration, even for models
constructed from data from the same epoch. The primary diﬀerence between our model and its prede-
cessors is a generally lower estimate of dipole moment |M|, likely related to increased lmax which avoids
aliasing of more complex structure into the dipole. In contrast, our implied 𝜃M lies in the middle of previous
estimates, from the multiple models made from Pioneer data, to midway between the Ulysses models and
Galileo data solutions. The small increase in dipole tilt with time found in our preferred solution may be
reﬂected by previous results.
Examining the dipole longitude implied by diﬀerent models is perhaps more interesting. We state results in
east longitude for a consistent right-handed coordinate system, related to the commonly usedwest longitude
by 180∘−𝜆. Our solution constrains a dipole orientation of ∼159∘ for the Pioneer era changing to ∼162.5∘
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Figure 9. Total ﬁeld intensity, Bf , and horizontal ﬁeld, Bh at 1 atm, with accompanying modeled changes for the
preferred JSV solution.
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Figure 10. Comparison of dipole properties inferred by our model and a selection of models from the literature. Circles
signify timing of satellite data input; dotted lines signify data from more than one mission used. Galileo epoch signiﬁed
by solid lines, circa 1996–2002. Thick solid lines for VIP4 and VIT4 show timing of Io footprint images used in model
construction. “PS” stands for “partial solution.”
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Table 5. Implied Dipole Properties at the Start and End of Data Collection for the 𝜆 = 2 × 10−1JSV Solution, With and
Without the 𝜓 = −3.8∘ Implementeda
Start Start End End Change (year−1) Change (year−1)
𝜓 = 0.0∘ 𝜓 = −3.8∘ 𝜓 = 0.0∘ 𝜓 = −3.8∘ 𝜓 = 0.0∘ 𝜓 = −3.8∘
g01 (nT) 408987.22 408939.78 410253.52 410233.95 0.011% 0.011%
g11(nT) −66783.92 −66765.03 −69730.22 −68082.17 0.149% 0.068%
h11 (nT) 25698.55 25682.01 21993.29 26503.68 −0.537% 0.109%|M| (nT) 415200.02 415149.23 416718.09 416688.76 0.013% 0.013%
𝜃M (
∘) 9.924 9.922 10.105 10.098 0.006 0.006
𝜙M (
∘) 158.953 158.960 162.494 158.730 0.122 −0.008
aThe last column, “Change” denotes the SV as a % yr−1 of the ﬁeld attribute at time zero (∼1988.38) or a ∘ yr−1 of 𝜃M
or 𝜙M at time zero.
by the end of Galileo. This translates to a ∼3.5∘ westward change over the period of investigation. If the two
earliest Pioneer solutions are discounted, along with the P11 + Amalthea solution of Randall [1998], there is
good agreement of a linear displacement in 𝜙M with time both among prior models and compared with our
solution; this is further bolstered by the fact that VIP4 is weighted more heavily toward the satellite data of
the early era than VIT4 [Connerney et al., 1998].
Comparison of our solutionwithmodels for the geomagnetic ﬁeld is diﬃcult. Considering the 2010 Deﬁnitive
Geomagnetic Reference Field (DGRF), the lowes power spectrum of the geomagnetic ﬁeld ﬂattens at the
core-mantle boundary with a low quadrupole component and higher octopole, with intermediate power at
l = 4. This is the same general conﬁguration as that seen for our preferred model plotted at a dynamo source
depth of 0.85 RJ (Figure 11) (better than 0.8 or 0.9); however, if the spectra are scaled to unit dipole power, as
in Figure 11, it becomes clear that the Jovian dipole is amore dominant component of the total ﬁeld than that
of the Earth.
The dipole moment rate of change of 0.013% yr−1 seen for our preferred model is roughly one quarter of the
average rate of decrease of the geomagnetic |M| between 2005 and 2010 of 0.056% yr−1; in the past 110 years
of DGRF models, ranges between 0.020% yr−1 and 0.065% yr−1. The 0.006∘ yr−1 change in 𝜃M for Jupiter is
also much smaller than that seen at Earth in recent years (∼0.053∘ yr−1 between 2005 and 2010) and the
mean change between DGRF solutions since 1900 of∼0.015∘ yr−1. In contrast, the modeled change in dipole
longitude 𝜙M of ∼0.122∘ yr−1 is 3 times greater for Jupiter than Earth, which has an average rate of change
since 1900 of 0.041∘ yr−1.
Figure 11. Magnetic ﬁeld spectra for Earth (IGRF2010), plotted at core-mantle boundary (CMB), and for Jupiter
(JSVmodel), plotted at depths of 0.8,0.85, and 0.9 RJ . All spectra normalized to unit power for the dipole (l = 1) term.
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Figure 12. Preferred 𝜓 inferred by minimized objective function when solving JCF with adjusted data longitude.
7. Discussion
7.1. Rotation of the Reference Frame?
While our model analysis favors the resolution of jovimagnetic secular variation from the data, the consider-
able change of𝜙M = 3.5∘ leads us to investigate other explanations for our results. Similar ﬁndings in previous
magnetic ﬁeld studies led to the suggestion that the System III 1965.0 periodof 9h, 55min, and29.711±0.04 s,
used in deﬁning jovigraphic longitude, may be inadequate [e.g., Yu et al., 2010]. Measurements of decametric
radiation emitted from the Jovian magnetosphere between 1957 and 1994 have also been shown to better
ﬁt a rotation period of 9 h, 55min, and 29.685 s [Higgins et al., 1997]; this diﬀerence would induce a drift in the
measurement reference frame, aﬀecting nonzonal components of our solution SV. Here we consider whether
a drift in the reference frame is suggested by our models.
We ﬁrst test whether the modeling favors a linear reference frame oﬀset rather than true SV. We calculate
a range of damped JCF models with the longitude of each datum adjusted linearly in time by an angle
proportional to a predeﬁned drift by 𝜓 over the period of investigation:
𝜙t = 𝜙1973.9 +
t𝜓
T
(11)
where 𝜙t is the adjusted longitude of a datum, t is the time of datummeasurement after the ﬁrst observation
in ∼1973.9, and T is the interval over which data collection took place, ∼28.92 years. Should our objective
function be signiﬁcantly improved and optimized (i.e., minimal misﬁt and complexity) when the data are
allowed to rotate through a certain 𝜓 , this would imply that a component of the SV may be accounted for by
inadequacies in constraint of the System III 1965.0 period.
Figure 12 plots how the objective function varies over a range of 𝜓 for the intermediate damped JCFmodel.
The objective function is clearly minimized when a drift of −3.8∘ in the reference frame is permitted by the
model over the ≃28.92 year period. These values are close to the −3.5∘ change we have modeled in 𝜙M for
the conjugate JSV solution but not an exact match. The presence of this discrepancy hints that the 𝜓 drift is
not solely controlled by dipole orientation, signaling dependence on additional ﬁeld complexities; however,
the results are strikingly close, suggesting that the modeled SV, at least in part, could reﬂect a change to the
reference frame over the period of observation. If a linear change is assumed, the 𝜓 = −3.8∘ drift implies a
longer rotation period, increasing System III from 9 h, 55 min, and 29.711 s to 9 h, 55 min, and 29.7258 s. This
is well within the error bound of ±0.04 s put on the original System III 1965.0 value but is also contrary to the
suggestion of Higgins et al. [1997], who preferred a decrease in the rotation rate.
To further consider possible drift of the reference frame, we look at whether longitudinally dependant ﬁeld
components of diﬀering complexity have been oﬀset by similar amounts, i.e., the nonzonal coeﬃcients that
are not symmetric about the rotation axis. First, the inferred longitudes of all gml and h
m
l coeﬃcients are
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Figure 13. Inferred 𝜓lm change of diﬀerent longitudinally dependent gauss coeﬃcient pairs over 1 year for the
intermediate damped JSV solution with (a) 𝜓 = 0.0∘ and (b) 𝜓 = −3.8∘ .
calculated at the beginning and end of the time period, from our preferred JSV solution. The longitudinal
conﬁguration of each conjugate pair of the same l andm can be determined as
𝜙lm1973 = tan−1
(
hml 1973
gml 1973
)
;𝜙lm2003 = tan−1
(
hml 2003
gml 2003
)
(12)
The diﬀerence between 𝜙lm1973 and 𝜙lm2003 then gives the change in longitude of the nonaxial ﬁeld compo-
nent over the period of investigation, 𝜓lm.
Consistent 𝜓lm for all terms would be consistent with a rotation of the reference frame relative to the System
III 1965.0 period, discounting the presence of any true magnetic SV being modeled. Conversely, if there is no
consistency in 𝜓lm, it is likely that true magnetic ﬁeld changes are being modeled. Furthermore, if the same
can be said for the JSVmodel with the 𝜓 = −3.8∘ oﬀset implemented, some true SV would again be favored
even if the reference frame problems are valid.
Figure 13 plots the results of these calculations, while the coeﬃcients for the JSV 𝜓 = −3.8∘ model are also
listed in Table 3. For each model variant considered, there is clearly no correlation in 𝜓lm. Owing to poor
resolution, we expect this at high l, but seeing this at lower l suggests there has not been a uniform longitu-
dinal drift. When the preferred 𝜓 = −3.8∘ is implemented, 𝜓11 is reduced to near zero but there is still some
large variation for l = 2–3. The largest magnitude drift is consistently seen in 𝜓21 at >−0.5∘ yr−1; this angle is
signiﬁcantly larger than the change in𝜙M and implies that ourmodels favor a change in𝜓21 of> 14
∘ between
1973 and 2003, reﬂecting the predominantly quadrupolar changes found through the previous spectral and
surface ﬁeld analysis. What could cause such a rapid variation is not clear.
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This analysis again implies that a true change to the magnetic ﬁeld is being resolved from the data. While a
change in the reference frame with time cannot be ruled out, it cannot solely account for our modeled SV.
Perhaps the simplest statement of this is that the largest individual SV coeﬃcient is for g02 and so cannot
be related to changes in reference frame. Though only a linear reference frame oﬀset has been considered
here, we do not discount the possibility of nonlinear changes to the reference frame. At Earth, length of day
variations take place on a range of time and magnitude scales. Just as on Earth, exchange of momentum
between the atmosphere and the solid planet leads to variation in the length of day (rate of Earth rotation),
similar phenomena (exchange ofmomentumbetween the near-surface atmosphere and amore rigidly rotat-
ingmagnetic interior) seemplausible; however, such changes computed frompossible atmospheric variation
fall orders of magnitude below the observable threshold.
7.2. Further Investigation of the Northern Hemisphere Conﬁguration
Grodent etal. [2008] comparedHSTobservations of satellite ﬂux tube footprintswith the conﬁgurationofVIP4
to construct an alternative model of the Jovian northern hemispheric ﬁeld. The results suggested Bf to be
signiﬁcantly higher than previously found and also identiﬁed a small negativemagnetic anomaly at𝜙 ∼120∘.
The later footprint constrained, full spherical harmonic ﬁeld VIPALmodel by Hess et al. [2011] found similar
large-scale structure in the northern hemisphere but no local reduction in ﬁeld intensity analogous to the
Grodent et al. [2008] anomaly; a maximum Bf of≃ 15 Gwas also found, higher than, e.g.,VIP4 (≃14 G) but less
than the ≃ 20 G of Grodent et al. [2008].
Our favored JSV model shows no signature of this anomaly, with distinctly smoother and lower magnitude
Bf than that of Grodent et al. [2008]. We consider here whether this feature is present and could be revealed
by reduced damping. To test this, JCF was remodeled over a range of lower 𝜆, with an aim to synthesize a
similar conﬁguration and surface ﬁeld strength to that seen byGrodent et al. [2008]. JCFmodelingwas chosen
in preference to JSV to eliminate complexities in ﬁnding an appropriate level of temporal damping, though
a similar or improved match is likely to be obtained through exploration of the latter. While an exact match
was unattainable, a similar structure was found when the damping was reduced.
Figure (14a) maps Bf and Br at the planetary surface for a solution damped a factor of 10 less than that of
our preferred model. Such an underdamped model must be interpreted with care. Nevertheless, the general
structure displays clear similarities to Grodent et al. [2008], with a slight reduction in ﬁeld around 120∘ and a
small localized increase in ﬁeld around 𝜙 = 90–100∘. Alongside these similarities there are several discrep-
ancies, including the lower latitude of the small 𝜙 = 90–100∘ feature and the ﬁeld intensity at ≃45∘ being
greatly reduced. We also note that while themaximum Bf is raised to just over≃18 G, this is still below of that
found by Grodent et al. [2008] and nearer that favored by Hess et al. [2011] and previous satellite data-based
ﬁeld models.
Mapping of Br reveals an interesting feature. As expected, when the data are ﬁt more closely, there is sig-
niﬁcantly more structure to Br . Of particular interest is the ﬁeld projected to the dynamo source (assuming
uniform ﬂattening of Jupiter’s interior—0.06487). The results showed very lowmagnitude Br but no negative
ﬁeld; however, doing the same for the slightly more structured JSVmodel (𝜆 = 1 × 10−1, 𝜏 = 2 × 104) previ-
ously presented shows reversed ﬂux at RIMT. This is shown in Figure (14b). Similar reversed ﬂux is not seen for
other models such as O6, VIP4, and VIPAL, in part due to the lower lmax and thus lower spatial resolution of
these solutions.
A polar reversed ﬂux patch has important implications for the dynamics of Jupiter’s interior. At Earth, reversed
ﬂux patches are generally favored to reﬂect convective upwelling in the core and may be closely linked to
reversals [Wicht and Olson, 2004]. High-latitude reversed ﬂux, as suggested here, has additional implications
for theplanetary interior anddynamics.Models of thegeomagnetic ﬁeldprojected to theCMBdisplay a similar
region of reversed ﬂux focused near the geographic north pole. The location of this patch is thought to relate
to cyclonic structured ﬂow and diﬀusive processes which reduce magnetic induction eﬃciency [Finlay and
Amit, 2011]. In addition, dynamomodeling by Stanley et al. [2007] suggests that the conﬁguration of ﬁeld and
latitudinal distribution of reversed ﬂux may be used to constrain planetary inner-core dimensions through
the control of tangential cylinder extent.
The strong similarity between ourmoreweakly damped solution andGrodent et al. [2008] suggests that addi-
tional informationmay be present in the data and that our preferred JSV solution is smoother than need be in
certain areas. The severely underdamped solution is clearly too complex: a plot of the power spectrum shows
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Figure 14. Comparison of northern hemisphere Bf and Br for (a) a severely underdamped JCF solution at 1 RJ and (b) a
very marginally underdamped JSV solution at 0.85RJ .
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the l = 5 and l = 6 contribution to reach similar magnitude to the quadrupole. However, the slightly under-
damped (𝜆 = 1 × 10−1, 𝜏 = 2 × 104) solution is plausible. Thus, our model supports the higher detail in the
northern hemisphere modeled by Grodent et al. [2008] and consequently the presence of a patch of reversed
ﬂux at the top of the dynamo region in Jupiter’s northern hemisphere.
7.3. Modeling Interior Flow
For Earth, observed changes in the geomagnetic ﬁeld are used to model core surface ﬂows via the magnetic
induction equation, which relates temporal variation of themagnetic ﬁeld to convective and diﬀusivemotion
in the dynamo source [Holme, 2015]. The radial component is written
dBr
dt
+ ∇H ⋅ (vHBr) =
𝜂
r
∇2(rBr) (13)
where 𝜂 is the magnetic diﬀusivity (1∕(𝜇0𝛼)), t is time, and vH is the horizontal component of the ﬂuid ﬂow
at the dynamo surface. In this section we use our modeled Jovian SV to infer ﬂuid motion in Jupiter’s interior.
While such a extension to the work is speculative, the results provide us with a simple check that the mod-
eled SV is reasonable. Furthermore, this is the ﬁrst time that mapping interior ﬂow from direct observational
evidence has been attempted for a planet other than Earth.
Even more than for our construction of jovimagnetic ﬁeld models, the inversion for ﬂow dynamics is highly
nonunique. To aid solution of Earth’s core ﬂows, it is a common practice to neglect the eﬀect of magnetic
diﬀusion and assume that the radial magnetic ﬂux through the CMB is constant with time: the frozen ﬂux
approximation [Roberts and Scott, 1965]. As a consequence, the secular variation of Br is directly related to the
motion of ﬁeld lines by ﬂow, with equation (13) becoming
dBr
dt
= −∇H ⋅ (vHBr) (14)
Even after neglecting diﬀusion, using changes in Br to map a ﬂow vector at Earth’s CMB remains a nonunique
problem; simplistically, one equation is used to obtain two unknown components of ﬂow. To counter this,
further assumptions are commonly made to constrain the motion. Two have been used particularly often.
The tangentially geostrophic assumption, following Le Mouel [1984], suggests that the ﬂuid only experiences
a small horizontal Lorentz or buoyancy force at the CMB, with its motion instead governed by the pressure
gradient and Coriolis force. The second assumption ofWhaler [1980] proposes that the ﬂow ismainly toroidal,
movingparallel to theCMBsurface about the rotation axis. Suchanassumptionwouldbevalid if theboundary
of the dynamo source is stably stratiﬁed with little convective upwelling. Each of these assumptions can be
employed by the inversion and, with regularization, CMB ﬂow maps with reasonable velocities and spatial
scales can be constructed for Earth. For more details, see Holme [2015].
We followan identical theoretical approach tomodeling Jovian internal ﬂow. In doing so, someof the assump-
tions remainvalid,whileothers areunderminedby Jupiter’s gaseousnature. Assuming the frozenﬂux theorem
is supported by the minimal change between our favored JSVmodel at the start and end of the time period.
Furthermore, unlike the discrete CMB at Earth, the transition at Jupiter is continuous. This has a number of
implications, but two of particular signiﬁcance are that vertical ﬂow could plausibly occur and that the hori-
zontal ﬂow at RIMT will be coupled to shallower material; the modeling does not permit or account for these
dynamics in any way.
With these considerations in mind, the ﬂow was modeled at RIMT using a damped least squares ﬁt routine.
The inversion employed the temporal SV coeﬃcients associated with our preferred JSV solution, with and
without the 𝜓 = −3.8∘ adjustment in jovigraphic longitude. Both the toroidal and tangentially geostrophic
assumptions were applied. Regularization was applied using the strong smoothing norm of Bloxham [1988],
which places a constraint on the second derivative of ﬂow velocity over RIMT and strongly restricts the ﬂow
to large spatial scale. The ﬂow was expanded in vector spherical harmonics to lmax = 7 (the same as our SV)
and modeled for a range of damping levels. Trade-oﬀ curves (Figure 15) were plotted between the spatial
smoothness of the ﬂow (norm) and the residual between the JSV temporal coeﬃcients and modeling the
dynamics. These curveswere used to establish an appropriate rangeof damping, but additional consideration
of power spectra, velocity ranges, and ﬂow complexity aided the ﬁnal choice.
Comparison with models of Earth’s ﬂow displays common features. While other levels of damping from the
trade-oﬀ curve were considered, ﬂow strength is a sensitive function of damping; altering the level of damp-
ing by less than an order ofmagnitude from these favored solutions resulted in the velocities becoming either
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Figure 15. Trade-oﬀ curve for constraint of toroidal and geostrophic motion at dynamo surface, for preferred JSVmodel
with 𝜆 = 2 × 10−1, 𝜏 = 7 × 103, and 𝜓 = 0.0∘ . Black points indicate favored damping levels.
implausibly fast or slow. Furthermore, for thesedamping levels, the toroidal and tangentially geostrophic solu-
tions are similar; at Earth, this is generally found to be the case, with very similar ﬂow conﬁgurations [Holme,
2015] found independent of the modeling assumption employed. We note that there is a clear diﬀerence in
both the position and shape of the trade-oﬀ curves: the toroidal assumption produces a better deﬁned knee
than tangential geostrophy, suggesting the former inversion tobebetter constrained. The toroidal ﬂow is able
to better ﬁt the modeled SV; again, this is also seen for the Earth.
As this analysis is highly speculative, we do not present an exhaustive exploration of the parameter space but
focus only on the preferred solutions. Figure 16 shows our preferred toroidal and tangentially geostrophic
assumed ﬂow models. There is very little diﬀerence in the ﬂow models generated from the 𝜓 = −3.8∘ JSV
model, and consequently, we plot only the favored 𝜓 = 0.0∘ ﬂow. The resulting toroidal and tangentially
geostrophic assumed ﬂow solutions are similar, with comparable features appearing in both. In addition, we
see a degree of symmetry about the equator, with several vortices being mirrored in both the northern and
southern hemispheres; a particularly clear example of this is seen at low latitudes around𝜙=180–210∘; again,
this is consistent with Earth’s core.
At Earth, symmetric gyres are often found in CMB ﬂowmodels and commonly interpreted as direct observa-
tional evidence of Busse columns tangential cylinders dynamics in the core. Neither the method of inversion
nor the smoothing norm or either the dynamic assumptions employed constrain the system in such a way
to impose this structure. Thus, it seems possible that we are truly resolving columnar ﬂow at Jupiter. These
gyres and their implied surface ﬂow are important, not only for being the ﬁrst time such dynamics have been
resolved for a planet other than Earth but also because their presence further helps to validate the structure
of our modeled jovimagnetic secular variation.
Further validation comes by comparing the modeled ﬂow velocities with magnitude we might expect at
RIMT. Theoretical studies for ﬂow in Jupiter’s metallic hydrogen interior generally suggest motion to be slower
than our modeled levels. For instance, Magnetic-Archimedean-Coriolis balance estimates by Starchenko and
Jones [2002] suggest radial convection of ∼30 km yr−1, with horizontal velocities additionally predicted to
Figure 16. Optimal ﬂow maps for preferred JSV solution. Plotted at dynamo source, 0.85RJ .
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approximate this magnitude. Our ﬂow is roughly an order of magnitude larger than that theorized, though
regions of our solutions do display velocities on that scale. From a diﬀerent viewpoint, we follow a simple
scaling argument. At Earth, ﬂow inversions ﬁnd dynamics on the order of tens of kilometers per year at the
surface of the CMB [Holme, 2015]. At Jupiter, we are modeling similar levels of SV, while RIMT is approximately
17 times larger than the radius of Earth’s outer core. Based on these observations, we might expect Jovian
interior velocities on the order of low-to-middle hundreds of kilometers per year, matching our models.
While our modeled ﬂows display realistic properties, and match our expectations, we note that there are dis-
crepancies if the ﬂow dynamics are used to forwardmodel resulting SV. In particular, the SV coeﬃcient power
for l> 2 does not drop oﬀwith increasing l but shows a gradual increase for both the toroidal and tangentially
geostrophic assumptions. Further analysis with more suitable dynamical constraints, and with improved SV
estimates from the Junomission, may lend itself to a better understanding of Jupiter’s deep interior structure
from direct observation.
8. Conclusions
Using spacecraft data from Pioneer 10 (1973) to Galileo (2003), we have derived two types of model for
Jupiter’s internal planetary magnetic ﬁeld: one constant over the period of observation and one which per-
mits changes to the ﬁeld linear with time. We solve the ﬁeld to a higher lmax than previously, employing a
regularized minimum norm approach, considering the use of all available data and by iteratively solving the
magnetodisk ﬁeld, orbit by orbit. In doing so, the solutions form the most thorough attempt to constrain
internal ﬁeld changes for a planet other than Earth.
Even having modeled the external ﬁeld for each orbit, this is still likely to be the largest source of error in our
solutions. A particular suggestion from this work would be to revise the CON1981model for use within the
innermagnetosphere, taking into account the variation in 𝜃CD with radius. Though diﬀerent spacecraft passes
do favor slightly diﬀerentmagnetodisk conﬁgurations, on the whole, the innermagnetospheric environment
appears highly stable, with no apparent dependence on solar activity. Any longer-term changes which do
occur are more likely connected to Jovian system changes; a trend in our results from the Galileo period may
reﬂect observations of changes in the rate of ion production from Io.
From analysis of our main ﬁeld models, we favor that true jovimagnetic ﬁeld variations can be resolved from
the limited data. Of our two types of main ﬁeld model, there is a 7–8% reduction in model to data RMSmisﬁt
and a 5% improvement in ﬁeld smoothness when linear temporal changes are permitted; these changes are
larger than might be expected if model improvement was related purely to increasing the parameter space.
The general structure of our preferred ﬁeld model resembles that of previous solutions, while lowering the
damping level shows similar structure to the Bf found using additional auroral satellite footprint observations.
The modeled SV favors a stable dipole magnitude and dipole latitude over the ∼30 year period of investiga-
tion, with the majority of resolved variation being in the quadrupole terms. The dipole changes are less than
those historically found for Earth but are on the same order of magnitude. In contrast, the longitudinal com-
ponent of the dipole is modeled to change by >3.5∘ over the period of observation, likely related to poor
constraint of the Jupiter System III 1965.0 reference frame. This ﬁnding appears consistent with the longitude
of previous models made from data collected at diﬀerent epochs. Further analysis shows that even if a linear
oﬀset in the reference frame is accounted for during modeling, secular variation of the ﬁeld is still favored.
We can conclude several things about Jupiter’s internal structure using our favored solution. For the better
resolved, lower l, components of our favored models, the Lowes power spectra approach a ﬂattened state. If
spectral ﬂattening can indeed be linked to ﬁeld generation source, this is consistent with a dynamo depth of
RIMT = 0.85RJ .
Our investigation of underdamped solutions hints at a reversed polar ﬂux patch, with the interior dynam-
ics being further explored through the construction of ﬂow maps at the dynamo source. The solutions infer
symmetrical equatorial gyres, indicative of ﬂow on tangential cylinders, similar to that modeled from geo-
magnetic SV at Earth and similar to that predicted from theoretical modeling; the velocities also match that
expected for Jupiter. The results from this analysis further increase our conﬁdence in the validity of the
modeled jovimagnetic SV.
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The arrival of the NASA Juno mission at Jupiter in July 2016 will help answer many of the questions raised
in this paper: the main ﬁeld will be better resolved from observation closer to the planet, which in turn will
permit far better constraint of the internal structure and dynamics. However, it remains to be seen whether
the improved instrumentation and orbital trajectory will detect variation of the jovimagnetic ﬁeld over the
lifetime of the mission alone. Once more, it may be necessary to return to the Pioneer, Voyager, Ulysses, and
Galileo measurements; if this is the case, the approach we present here is deﬁnitely of merit.
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Erratum
In the originally published version of this article, Table 3 had two numerical errors in column 4. In addition,
four values in columns 3 and 4 of the HTML version of Table 4 weremissingminus signs. The errors have since
been corrected and this version may be considered the authoritative version of record.
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